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BY FEDEX 1283181-00003674 AND EMAIL

Ms. Angel M. DeFilippo, Esq.
Grieco Oates & DeFilippo, LLC
414 Eagle Rock Avenue
West Orange, NJ 07052
973-243-2099
Subject:
Reference:

Matthew D. Stockwell Letter/Attachment of 18 June 2012
Estate of Susan Morris Kline

Dear Ms. DeFilippo:
Regarding subject ATTACHMENT 1, we should first scrutinize the wording used by General Motors, as
documented on page 2 of the FaAA “Information Services” release, which claims:
“In a fatal side collision in which a fire occurred, however, the GM rate has been 0.019 per 10,000
registered vehicle years. The Ford rate has been 0.007 and the Dodge 0.005.”
NHTSA EA92-041 was not focused on fatalities caused by accident intrusion or G-force trauma. It was
well-known to GM that EA92-041 focused on fatalities/injuries caused by the fires which ignited after a
side collision to the exposed, unprotected “side saddle” fuel tank. It would be naïve to accept an ad hoc
explanation that the wording/statistics deployed by GM on December 2, 1992, which failed to narrowly
specify that NHTSA focus (MHE = fire), was merely inadvertent. The inclusive wording purposely
misdirects (“a fatal side collision in which a fire occurred”).
From 1992 into 1994, NHTSA was focused on side collisions, with direct impact to an unprotected fuel
tank on GM pickup trucks, wherein the occupants survived the collision event, but were subsequently killed
or severely injured by the MHE: A fuel-fed fire. I
CORRECTION OF FAAA STATISTICS
But even if one overlooks the GM wording, the associated statistics also require scrutiny. During the
relevant period, the full-size pickup truck market was dominated by Ford and GM. In the table below the
statistics quoted above and approximate historical market share data is combined to provide a normalized
frequency; that is, the actual on-road danger to the general public.
Brand

Long-Term Historical
Pickup Truck Market
Share

GM
Ford
Dodge

40%
40%
20%

II

Registered Vehicle Years:
FaAA Stated / (Corrected)

10,000
10,000
(5,000)

“Fatal Side Collision in
which a fire occurred”
FaAA Stated / (Corrected)

GM Multiplier vs.
Competition After
“Normalization”

0.019
0.007
(0.0025)

2.714
7.600

The GM/Ford duel for full-size pick-up truck sales dominance has resulted in roughly equal long-term
market share. In this scenario, only the Dodge data requires correction to provide a normalized comparison
of on-road exposure via the “Registered Vehicle Years” dimension. III Alternatively, as an example, if
25,000 full-size pick-up trucks are on-road; 10,000 would be GM, 10,000 would be Ford, but only 5000
would be Dodge. When “Registered Vehicle Years” is normalized by market share, a more representative
“GM Multiplier vs. Competition” is obtained.
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CONCLUSION
1. Page 2 of the GM announcement of December 2, 1992 fails to confirm that the focus of the data
analysis, performed by FaAA, was limited to side collisions that were survivable ergonomically and
anatomically but not survivable once a fuel-fed fire erupted. Their wording states that side collision
fatalities with incident non-MHE fire data was combined with side collision MHE fire-death data. This
combined approach is deployed to create a larger denominator to accommodate their claim of “an
acceptable post-collision fire rate” versus competing brands.
2. Even if you flatter the FaAA analysis, indulging in fabrications such as “Registered Vehicle Years,” it
must be normalized for factors such as the market share: GM vs Ford vs Dodge. IV Otherwise the GM
promotion that “the chances of being killed in a GM full-size pickup truck (is) less than either Ford or
Dodge,” appears truthful. This charade exemplifies the convoluted process of diversion. Specifically, the
death rate for the exposed, unprotected fuel tank of GM was nearly 3 times the Ford (with or without
correction), and nearly 8 times that of the Dodge. These comparisons are artfully skewed because the data
set utilized was not narrowly focused on collisions that were survivable, anatomically and ergonomically,
but not survivable after/because an unprotected fuel tank was breached and a fire had ignited. V
COMMENT
The last paragraph of Mr. Stockwell’s letter of 18 June 2012 deserves commenting (ATTACHMENT 1):
“I certify that the foregoing was not reasonably available or discoverable
by the exercise of due diligence sooner.”
Similar to many publicly available “Chrysler” documents that have not been properly received from the
defendant during the three years of the Kline litigation, the GM release of December 2, 1992 is widely
available, and has been for 20 years. As discovery counsel in Kline is probably aware, various relevant
GM media releases were part of my FMVSS-301 file. The attachment to Mr. Stockwell’s letter is also
widely available from the plaintiff or defense law firms. VI
Contrary to recent discovery and defense counsel ruses regarding document production/origin, and contrary
to the quote above, it is also well-known that 1992 FaAA/GM releases, and voluminous documents of
similar portent, are “reasonably available” from NHTSA file EA92-041. VII
Please do not hesitate to contact me at any time.
Respectfully,

Paul V. Sheridan
cc:

Mr. Clarence Ditlow (CAS)
Mr. Lawrence Hershman (NHTSA-ODI)
Mr. Sergio Marchionne (Chrysler Group LLC)
Mr. Courtney E. Morgan, Esq.
Mr. Russell J. Sacco Jr., Esq.

ENDNOTES
I

Similar to EA92-041 of 1992, the current NHTSA investigation EA12-005 is narrowly focused on collision data
involving the exposed, unprotected fuel tank of the Jeep Grand Cherokee; collisions that were survivable
ergonomically and anatomically, but death is caused by a post-collision fuel-fed fire (MHE = fire death event).

II

Even prior to being normalized for market share, relying instead on the skewed interpretation originally stated by
FaAA/GM, the columnar entries for Dodge would be 20%, 10,000, and 0.005. This incorrect FaAA analysis results
in a “GM Multiplier vs. Competition After Normalization” value for the Dodge of 3.800. This misleads the public
and NHTSA into believing that the on-road exposure for the Dodge was statistically double its true value; that is, as
if the Dodge enjoyed a market share equal to GM and Ford. Many other factors that affect the comparative rates are
also ignored by FaAA/Exponent. For example, their analysis declares that the durability/longevity/scrappage rates
were equal; GM/Ford to Dodge. This is not accurate.
III

This “Registered Vehicle Years” dimension, when scrutinized in the context of engineering design-level safety
defects (FMEA criteria) amounts to a statistical shell-game. We are not interested in analysis that ostensibly claims
that luck is a viable intrinsic criterion for determining the existence of a real-world safety defect. We are interested
in safety-related failure modes that exist in the engineered product, and the effect of those modes on humans when
provoked in the real-world: The failure and its life-or-death consequences. Although practically institutionalized in
the NHTSA/Car Company safety defect and recall procedure, and intrinsic to the FaAA/Exponent analysis, luck has
no place in these discussions (ATTACHMENT 2).
IV

These statistical fabrications are similar-to and created-by the same defense experts (FaAA/Exponent) that
attempted to subvert the NHTSA escalation of PE10-031 to EA12-005 for the Jeep Grand Cherokee. We have no
interest in vehicles that have merely been registered, have been used for 10,000 years, or were just parked, or were
driven but never tested via involvement in an accident that provoked the failure mode that was/is known to cause
injury/death. We will not hide behind irrelevant and (what GM claimed were) “identical FMVSS 301 safety standard
requirements” as a basis for dictating “an acceptable post-collision fire rate” (Please see Endnote III).

V

Esoterically related to NHTSA investigation EA12-005, it should be noted that the fuel tank system of the 1973
through 1987 full-size GM pickup trucks was not a viable design for compliance with FMVSS-214.
VI

EA92-041 was part of my FMVSS-301 file, as well as my ‘Side Crashworthiness Issues’ and FMVSS-214 files.
Please see arrows on page 2 of the Courtney Morgan letter of July 14, 1995 (ATTACHMENT 3).

It should be emphasized that (in December 1994) EA92-041 was the diversionary focus of a conspiracy between
Chrysler executive management and their defense counsel, their counterparts at GM, and the following two members
of Congress: Representative Michael Oxley (R-OH) and Representative John Dingell (D-MI). The latter were
members of the House Commerce Committee which had direct budget review and approval authority over NHTSA.
This Chrysler/GM/congressional conspiracy attempted to defraud the public and NHTSA by feigning concern over
“the NHTSA defect investigation process.” This criminal conspiracy was in-play at the time the portent of
Attachment 3 was rendered. Documentation involving this “NHTSA pound sand” approach to safety has been part
of my Kline expert report as Attachment F - Tab 16 (ATTACHMENT 4). Attachment F – Tab 14 which presents the
triad conspiracy has also been part of my Kline expert report (ATTACHMENT 5).
VII

Although defense counsel has frequently proclaimed off-the-record the absurd notion that “NHTSA” will not be
admitted into the case/trial record of Kline, they continually propose the exact opposite when on-the-record. (This is
especially true of their strenuous arguments at the hearing of 21 March 2012, ATTACHMENT 6). However, regarding
the “not reasonably available” ruse, defense counsel would benefit by reading the third paragraph of the attachment
to his letter which states: “The results were immediately communicated to NHTSA, and all the results are public in
documents on file at NHTSA.” Defense counsel would also benefit by reading Attachment Z to my Kline expert
report which was submitted/received prior to the discovery deadline of 6 January 2012 (ATTACHMENT 7).
Attachment Z to my expert report includes the 24 Nov 1992 letter from Dr. Rose Ray, now a defense expert in the
Kline vs. Loman’s Auto Group. Paragraph 4 states that the GM pickup trucks that had the fuel tanks relocated in
1988 were “excluded.” This “analysis” is consistent with the approach by FaAA/Exponent in their recent PE10-031
presentation to NHTSA-ODI. The fuel tank of the 1993-2004 Jeep Grand Cherokee is located behind the rear axle,
below the rear bumper and unprotected; relocated/protected for the 2005 WK-Body. Analysis of the WK-Body and
AN-Body Dodge Durango was “excluded” from the Chrysler/Exponent presentation of 16Apr2011 to NHTSA-ODI.
1988 C/K and 2005 WK-Body fuel tank relocating had similar positive effects on the MHE = fire death statistics.
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Reference: Estate of Susan Morris Kline
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Dearborn, MI 48124-3431
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15 June 2012

VIA FEDEX AIRBILL # 8006-9341-5837

Mr. David L. Strickland, Administrator
NHTSA Headquarters
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590
202-366-4000
Subject : Correct Statistical Approach to NHTSA Defect Investigation EA-12-005 – File Update

Dear Mr. Strickland:
Notoriously, Chrysler and its defense counsel have promoted various probabilities associated with the fire
death or injury outcomes which result from rear-end collisions to the Jeep Grand Cherokee (ZJ-Body and
WJ-Body). Unfortunately, NHTSA sometimes also promotes incorrectly formulated statistics as its criteria
for analyzing automotive defects, frequently using the ludicrous phrase “defect trends.” The underlying
incompetence in the approach of both organizations is use of the entire Jeep population as the denominator.
This approach is not remotely competent or responsible.
The denominator that is relevant is derived from the real-world rear-end collision events involving the Jeep
(and later use of the fire/injury outcome frequencies WITHIN that event population for various numerators).
Using a denominator which includes the larger portion of “lucky” Jeep owners, the datum that have never
experienced a rear-end collision, has no meaning; no statistically significant information. The fortunate
portion of the Jeep population has never been tested in the real-world and offers no subject-relevant insight.
By-definition, this portion contains no collision event outcome data. By-definition the lucky portion tells us
nothing about the crashworthiness of the Jeep fuel tank system.
And yet this is the historical approach that insidiously underpins everything from defense lawyer/expert
court room ruses, to the ongoing PR rhetoric from Chrysler.
The formulation of the correct denominator for NHTSA EA-12-005 involves the exercise of singling-out
ONLY those Jeep vehicles that suffered a rear-end collision event, and then WITHIN THAT population
determining the various event outcomes to arrive at meaningful probabilities. This approach by-definition
contains statistically significant information which is focused on and provides insight regarding the true
crashworthiness of the rear-mounted Jeep fuel tank system.
This correct statistical approach portends very bad news for the Jeep Grand Cherokee owners. When the
correct denominator is used, when the tested, unlucky population is the focus of statistical analysis, the
results are horrifically poor (i.e. too high). Alternatively, Chrysler makes the claim that the probability of a
rear-end collision in the Jeep Grand Cherokee that results in a fire-caused death is very low. In the narrow,
carefully coached legal and semantic sense, Chrysler is not guilty of lying. But in terms of ethics or
competence, the Chrysler rhetoric is diversionary at-best, outright deception for-sure. Indeed the real-world
reality is the opposite of the Chrysler rhetoric:
If you are involved in a rear-end collision in a Jeep Grand Cherokee, the probability that you are horribly
burned or die from fire is so high that only the unethical would feign no concern, and take no action. *

15 June 2012

Mr. David L. Strickland, Administrator
Page 2 of 2

This latter point needs elaboration. In my letter to you of 9 February 2011, I stated:

“As chairman of the Chrysler Safety Leadership Team (SLT), my priority involved Failure Mode
Effects Analysis (FMEA) as the basis of preliminary and ongoing examination of a safety concern.
In my role it did not matter that only one person may be affected during vehicle service life. What
mattered was that a failure mode existed, and when provoked would cause serious harm.
Hypothetically, the fact that a vehicle service life was statistically “lucky,” and a failure mode was
provoked “only once,” was not gala. Such an approach would merely confirm incompetence as a
safety manager.
For perspective, I have testified in litigation wherein defense counsel has deployed two themes: 1)
“compliance with all government safety standards” and 2) various NHTSA statistics. However,
when the jury in Jimenez v Chrysler learned of the latter’s foreknowledge that FMVSS-206 failed
to address the failure mode that was responsible for the death of an 8-year-old boy, that standard
and related NHTSA statistics were rendered legally and morally worthless. Similarly, when the
jury in Flax v Chrysler learned that FMVSS-207 did not address the failure mode that was
responsible for the death of an infant, that standard and related statistics were deemed
†
irrelevant.”
In NHTSA EA-12-005 there are indications that #2 may be deployed as the underlying criteria by which
dismissal could be executed. This is seen, by some, as insinuated by inclusion of the Jeep Liberty and the
Jeep Cherokee. Therefore to avert such misinterpretation, I request that the same correct approach, as
detailed above for the Jeep Grand Cherokee, be used for your additional investigation of the Jeep Liberty and
the Jeep Cherokee vehicle lines.
Relating to probabilities, I conclude with in-person insight: In all Center for Auto Safety (CAS) crash tests,
conducted to simulate the real-world crashworthiness of the Jeep Grand Cherokee fuel tank system, the
‡ §
probability that the Jeep fuel tank system would fail was determined to be 100%.
Please do not hesitate to contact me at any time.

Respectfully,

Paul V. Sheridan

Attachment

Endnotes

*

President Barack Obama and his family are datum of the lucky Jeep Grand Cherokee population.

†

To the best on my knowledge, as a former employee of the Chrysler Jeep and Dodge Truck Engineering
(JTE) organization, no FMEAs were ever conducted on the rear-mounted fuel tank systems of ZJ-Body or
WJ-Body vehicle lines, these were only subjected to the Ford Pinto based FMVSS-301 compliance regimen.
‡

As you are aware, a similar test conducted on the Ford Explorer, which has a similar chassis layout/fuel
tank system to the WK-Body, had no breach of the fuel tank system. As you are also aware, the WK-Body,
since introduction in September 2004 as a 2005 model year Jeep Grand Cherokee, has no subject-relevant
FARS data entries.
§

In the 15 June 2012 New York Times article, Investigation of Jeep Grand Cherokee Portends a Recall,
Safety Advocate Says, CAS Director Mr. Clarence Ditlow is quoted, “We want NHTSA to move faster, but
the only way it would move faster is if it had more resources and authority. NHTSA’s band of defect
investigators is going up against trillion-dollar companies.” After our introduction on 19 May 2010 in
Room 253 of the Russell Senate Office Building, I had a meeting with Senator Jay Rockefeller (D-WV).
During this latter conversation I alluded to the relationship between NHTSA’s very important role to that of
the ongoing debate on national health care costs. Briefly, I essentially remarked to Senator Rockefeller that
Congress and the Administration needed to review or reestablish the cost-benefit analysis between “the
nickels and dimes spent on NHTSA to the effect that increased funding will have on reducing the hospital bed
population of highway accident victims” (my words). In the context of the instant NHTSA investigation
(EA-12-005), one can deduce with confidence that the cost avoidance related to a Jeep Grand Cherokee burn
victim (that survives for three weeks on life-support, and then perishes) is comparatively miniscule. When
one objectively relates these facts to the general issue of furthering a connected, interrelated and competent
national policy on health care, the detractor and advocate alike are hard-pressed to establish a proverbial
downside to “more resources and authority” to NHTSA.

Investigation of Jeep Grand Cherokee Portends a Recall, Safety Advocate Says - NYTimes.com

June 15, 2012, 11:17 am

Investigation of Jeep Grand Cherokee Portends a Recall, Safety Advocate Says
By CHRISTOPHER JENSEN

Chrysler Group1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee, one of the models included an upgraded federal
investigation relating to the S.U.V.’s safety performance in rear-impact collisions.

With the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration having decided to upgrade
its investigation of rear-impact fires involving Jeep Grand Cherokees, a recall of
millions of those vehicles is “certain,” said Clarence Ditlow, the executive director of
the Center for Auto Safety, the organization whose work prompted the federal inquiry.
Chrysler produced about three million Grand Cherokees belonging to the affected
model years, 1993-2004, of which about 2.2 million were still registered in 2011,
according to Experian Automotive.
Mr. Ditlow and his organization have insisted there was a heightened risk of fire in the
vehicles since at least 2009.
Eric Mayne, a spokesman for Chrysler, said in an interview that there was no safety
problem with the vehicles and that a recall was “absolutely not” certain.
In an e-mail, Karen Aldana, a spokeswoman for N.H.T.S.A., wrote that it was agency
policy to refrain from commenting on possible outcomes of ongoing investigations.
In its filing on Thursday, the agency said “rear-impact-related tank failures and vehicle
fires are more prevalent in the J.G.C. than in non-Jeep peer vehicles.” This marked the
first time the agency made such a strong condemnation in the case, directly refuting
thousands of pages of documentation provided by Chrysler to the agency.
The agency said it would expand the investigation beyond the Jeep Grand Cherokees
to include the 1993-2001 Cherokee S.U.V. and 2002-7 Liberty compact crossover.

http://wheels.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/06/15/investigation-of...okee-portends-a-recall-safety-advocate-says/?pagemode=print (1 of 3)6/15/2012 3:06:31 PM
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Combined with the three million Grand Cherokees, the investigation consists of 5.1
million vehicles — though the agency noted old age might have reduced the number of
vehicles in use.
Mr. Ditlow has argued that the Grand Cherokees were far more likely to experience
fast-spreading and deadly rear-impact fires for two reasons.
One is that the gas tank is positioned behind the rear axle, so it lacks the protection of
that structure and is in a location engineers often refer to as a “crush zone.” The other
reason relates to the fuel filler pipe, which can rip away in a rear impact, leaking
gasoline.
In its redesign of the Grand Cherokee for the 2005 model year, Chrysler positioned the
gas tank in front of the rear axle, but said the change was not undertaken for safety
reasons.
Mr. Ditlow estimated the cost of repairing the Grand Cherokees would be $100 per
vehicle. The vehicles would need a steel shield under the fuel tank and a check valve to
keep gasoline from leaking if the fuel-filler pipe were ripped off, he said.
Based on the estimate provided by Experian of 2.2 million affected Grand Cherokees
on the road, such a recall would cost Chrysler about $220 million, irrespective of any
recall action for the Cherokee or Liberty.
Mr. Mayne, the Chrysler spokesman, declined to comment on the possible cost of any
repair.
“The reality is there is no defect, so we are not contemplating costs,” he said.
Research and advocacy by Mr. Ditlow and the Center for Auto Safety prompted the
federal investigation. Late in 2009, Mr. Ditlow filed a formal request, known as a
defect petition (PDF), which argued that the agency failed to notice an important
safety issue: that Grand Cherokees from the 1993 to 2004 model years were more
likely to burst into flame when struck from behind than other S.U.V.’s in their peer
group
Federal regulations dictate that the agency must at least consider whether a defect
http://wheels.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/06/15/investigation-of...okee-portends-a-recall-safety-advocate-says/?pagemode=print (2 of 3)6/15/2012 3:06:31 PM
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petition merits an investigation. In August 2010, the agency granted the request and
began what was called a Preliminary Evaluation.
During that evaluation, the agency determined there was enough cause for concern to
merit an upgrade of the inquiry to an Engineering Analysis, which it announced
Thursday.
Allan Kam, a Maryland safety consultant who spent much of his career at the safety
agency and retired as its senior enforcement attorney, said in an interview there was
“frequently” a recall after the agency upgraded an investigation to an Engineering
Analysis. In a review by Wheels of 26 engineering analyses by the agency over roughly
the last two years, 18 were found to have resulted in recalls. The other eight ended
without action.
Mr. Ditlow lamented what he said was the slow pace of the investigation, but said the
agency had its hands full. “We want N.H.T.S.A. to move faster, but the only way it
would move faster is if it had more resources and authority,” he said. “N.H.T.S.A.’s
band of defect investigators is going up against trillion-dollar companies.”
This post has been revised to reflect the following correction:
Correction: June 15, 2012
An earlier version of this post misidentified the author as Jonathan Schultz.
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9 July 2012
Ms. Angel M. DeFilippo, Esq.
Grieco Oates & DeFilippo, LLC
414 Eagle Rock Avenue
West Orange, NJ 07052
973-243-2099
Subject:

Matthew D. Stockwell Letter/Attachment of 18 June 2012
Reference: Estate of Susan Morris Kline

To:

Ms. Angel M. DeFilippo, Esq.
Grieco Oates & DeFilippo, LLC
414 Eagle Rock Avenue
West Orange, NJ 07052
973-243-2099

Date:

7 June 2012

From:

Mr. Paul V. Sheridan
DDM Consultants
22357 Columbia Street
Dearborn, MI 48124-3431
313-277-5095
pvs6@Cornell.edu

Subject:

Defense / Discovery Counsel Challenges to Document Origin and Availability

VIA FEDEX GROUND (1283181-00003629)

AND EMAIL

Reference 1: David Dillon Deposition of 7 June 2012: Kline v Lomans Auto Group, et al.
Reference 2: The “tell NHTSA to pound sand” memo authored/endorsed by Chrysler Executives

Courtesy Copy List
The Honorable David L. Strickland
Administrator
NHTSA Headquarters/West Building
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590
888-327-4236

Mr. Sergio Marchionne
Chairman
Chrysler Group LLC
1000 Chrysler Drive
Auburn Hills MI 48321-8004
248-576-5741

Mr. Clarence Ditlow, Director
Center for Auto Safety
Suite 330
1825 Connecticut Ave, NW
Washington, DC 20009-5708
(202) 328-7700

Mr. Lawrence Hershman
NHTSA Headquarters
West Building
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590
888-327-4236

Mr. Russell J. Sacco, Jr.
Suite E
6 Claremont Road
Bernardsville, NJ 07924
908-953-0300

Mr. Courtney E. Morgan, Jr.
Morgan & Meyers, PLLC / Suite 320
3200 Greenfield Road
Dearborn, MI 48120
313-961-0130

22357 Columbia Street
Dearborn, MI 48124
313-277-5095
pvsheridan@wowway.com
7 June 2012

BY FEDEX GROUND (1283181-00003629) AND EMAIL

Ms. Angel M. DeFilippo, Esq.
Grieco Oates & DeFilippo, LLC
414 Eagle Rock Avenue
West Orange, NJ 07052
973-243-2099
Subject:
Defense / Discovery Counsel Challenges to Document Origin and Availability
Reference 1: David Dillon Deposition of 7 June 2012: Kline v Lomans Auto Group, et al.
Reference 2: The “tell NHTSA to pound sand” memo authored/endorsed by Chrysler Executives
Dear Ms. DeFilippo:
You have indicated that defense and discovery counsel, who were present at Reference 1, challenged the
origins and availability of an exhibit entered into the Kline case record during plaintiff’s examination of
Mr. David Dillon. Their challenge relates to the “NHTSA pound sand” letter written by Chrysler Vice
Chairman Thomas Denomme to Chairman Robert Eaton and President Robert Lutz.
I am confused by this challenge since it is well-known to Chrysler counsel that this Dillon deposition
exhibit was part of a series of documents (of similar content and tone) that were presented to the jury in the
death case litigation of Jimenez v. Chrysler Corporation. It is well-known to Chrysler counsel that I
testified over a period of three days in October 1997 as plaintiff’s expert in Jimenez, and contributed to a
record jury verdict of $262,500,000.00. This verdict was featured in a front-page article of the Wall Street
Journal on November 30 1997.
In other words, the subject documents, which depict what many consider criminal activity on the part of
Chrysler executive management and their defense counsel, have been notoriously public for over 14 years.
By way of background, and exemplifying the true status of the exhibit, NHTSA had reported to Chrysler
executives the following on November 17, 1994:
“The latch failure is a safety defect that involves children.”
It is well-known that the exhibit that Chrysler counsel is now feigning as “confidential” was featured on a
prime-time CBS Evening News program. I am enclosing a DVD copy of that broadcast of January 7, 1998.
In that nationally televised program, CBS News anchor Anthony Mason quoted paragraph 9 of that exhibit;
documenting the secret Chrysler plan regarding the NHTSA “safety defect” report quoted above:

“If we (Chrysler) want to use political pressure to try to squash a (NHTSA) recall letter, we need
to go now.”
A superficial and/or trivial analysis of this historical information might render it off-point. But, as the real
world has once-again demonstrated, this managerial historical behavior with-respect-to safety is directly
relevant to the Kline litigation, the defective fuel system of the 1993 through 2004 Jeep Grand Cherokees,
and the current NHTSA PE-100-31 investigation into the latter (Please see ‘Conclusion’ below).

7 June 2010

Ms. Angel M. DeFilippo, Esq.
Page Two of Two

You have indicated that defense and discovery counsel, who were present at Reference 1, also challenged
the “sharing” of this Dillon deposition exhibit. That is absurd.
Attachment F - Tab 16 is attached. This is unchanged from my original expert report of 6 December 2009.
Due to case record changes, case rulings, defense expert report inclusions, mid-stream replacement of
defense counsel by defendant Loman, etc., I have reacted in-kind and on-point with updates to my report.
However, at no time has Attachment F - Tab 16 been deleted or revised in any way.
During plaintiff’s examination of Mr. Clarence Ditlow on 31 May 2012, defense counsel openly boasted
that he had Attachment F - Tab 16. Touting his iPad, Mr. Chris Fusco declared, “I have the entire case
right here!” In other words, the very same defense counsel, that is challenging the origins and availability
of an exhibit, had, one week earlier, openly confirmed his knowledge of the origins and availability of that
exhibit . . . as well as its “sharing.”
Conclusion: Relevance of Dillon Deposition Exhibit to Kline and NHTSA Investigation PE-100-31
Given prior criminal behavior during NHTSA safety defect investigations,
it is predictable that Chrysler would object to inclusion of the “NHTSA
pound sand” exhibit into the Kline record. Again, this historical behavior
is also relevant to the Kline litigation, as well as to the NHTSA fuel system
defect investigation of the Jeep Grand Cherokee.
Pictured at right is 4-year-old Remington Cole Walden. The details of his
fire-death in a Jeep Grand Cherokee on 6 March 2012 are too horrific to
document here. But Remington’s death can be directly connected to the
historical behavior documented in the “NHTSA pound sand” exhibit.
Specifically, paraphrasing the 1994 NHTSA quote above, the Jeep Grand
Cherokee fuel system failure is a safety defect that involves children . . .
It should be noted that the executive vice president that has been deposed in Kline, and was responsible for
the design and production of the Jeep Grand Cherokee, was also central to the internal Chrysler meetings
and discussions as documented in the “NHTSA pound sand” exhibit.
Respectfully,

Paul V. Sheridan

Enclosures:

DVD copy of CBS Evening News program of January 7, 1998.
Attachment F - Tab 16 from Paul V. Sheridan expert report of 6 December 2009

Attachment 1
Ms. Angel M. DeFilippo, Esq.
7 June 2010

Subject:
Defense / Discovery Counsel Challenges to Document Origin and Availability
Reference 1: David Dillon Deposition of 7 June 2012: Kline v Lomans Auto Group, et al.
Reference 2: The “tell NHTSA to pound sand” memo authored/endorsed by Chrysler Executives

DVD copy of CBS News Program “Eye on America” of November 7, 1998 (included with hard copy)
Video link here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fp19qR_juOg

Attachment 2
Ms. Angel M. DeFilippo, Esq.
7 June 2010

Subject:
Defense / Discovery Counsel Challenges to Document Origin and Availability
Reference 1: David Dillon Deposition of 7 June 2012: Kline v Lomans Auto Group, et al.
Reference 2: The “tell NHTSA to pound sand” memo authored/endorsed by Chrysler Executives

Attachment F - Tab 16 unchanged from Paul V. Sheridan original expert report of 6 December 2009,
includes the “tell NHTSA to pound sand” memo authored/endorsed by Chrysler Executives.
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EXPERT WITNESS REPORT
Kline v. Loman Auto Group, Victoria Morgan-Alcala, et al.
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ATTACHMENT 5

9 July 2012
Ms. Angel M. DeFilippo, Esq.
Grieco Oates & DeFilippo, LLC
414 Eagle Rock Avenue
West Orange, NJ 07052
973-243-2099
Subject:

Matthew D. Stockwell Letter/Attachment of 18 June 2012
Reference: Estate of Susan Morris Kline
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ATTACHMENT 6

9 July 2012
Ms. Angel M. DeFilippo, Esq.
Grieco Oates & DeFilippo, LLC
414 Eagle Rock Avenue
West Orange, NJ 07052
973-243-2099
Subject:

Matthew D. Stockwell Letter/Attachment of 18 June 2012
Reference: Estate of Susan Morris Kline

ATTACHMENT 7

9 July 2012
Ms. Angel M. DeFilippo, Esq.
Grieco Oates & DeFilippo, LLC
414 Eagle Rock Avenue
West Orange, NJ 07052
973-243-2099
Subject:

Matthew D. Stockwell Letter/Attachment of 18 June 2012
Reference: Estate of Susan Morris Kline

ATTACHMENT Z
EXPERT WITNESS REPORT - 2 January 2012 REVISION
Kline v. Loman Auto Group, Victoria Morgan-Alcala, et al.

Page Range 13
Pages 826 - 838
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C. Bb!q
Admiiisuator
National Eighway. Tnfiic Safety
Administdon
400 Seventh Street, S.W.
Wasirir;p,DC 20SW

The Honorable %.on

Dear Adminimator B W y :
G c x s l Motors is conmittd to worhdng with $e agency in a forttkht and
wnsttuctive fashion to resolve the qucsiions that have zriwn h u t JU 19731987 V
i pickup trucks. As you know, it is our strongly-held belief thar we
have sound Iegal md. faaual arpxents against the suggestion that these
veSc1es contain a 9fety-relatal defect. Give? that, I ms quite dirmayed to
lean yesterday that some aspectf of the statistical analysis prepared by Failure
Analysis Assodates at our request and presented to the aggcy last month
an asalysis obviously submitted to h e a g a q in an arsmpt to clarify our

-

pition

- may UnfortanatCIy have o

b f d it.

We ar= doubling our vigilance to p e a t such an oaxrenC e i n ~ f u t u r e . ~
You h3ve my asllIaace that the WZI abso1dy no intention to mislead
anyone, and we hust that tbe additional informarionwe are submitting to the
I

a p c y will put this matter behind us.

YUFAX
24 Noycmbcr 1992

Mr. WilliamBcchty,AnodateAdminis~torhrEnforameot
U.S. Department of Tmsportation
The National H~ghmyTraffic Safety Admhistra,tion
400 Smntb Street, SW,Room 5321
Washington, DC 20590
Re: Failure Analysis Aaodates, Inc.repcrt concernkg GM C/Kseries pickups.

Dear Bill:

.

This letter is a wriucn sllmmar).of the informationprovided by Mr.Robert w e of
Failure Analysis .&sociates, Inc.( F a )concerning the various categories of accident
dat;? analyzed in connectionwith our report concerning GM C/Kseries trucks. I also
wish to reiterate the oEer d e by Mr.b g e that we would be most interested and
willing to replicate the various analyses that the agency has performed on mailable
accident data, using the agency selected definitions and categories, to insure that there is
agreement on what the available accident data indicates. I am Ctrtain that all involved
would prefer to move beyond any questions related to data, a d instead discuss releMnce
and intrrprctatiuu

It is my understanding that there m a y have existed some confuson as to whether the
analysis we performed concerning other manufamea included only "full size" pickups or
"all" pickups. We regret any confusion that may have existed. As set forth in our two
page discussion of "Comparison Vehicle Sclectloq" our reporr mmpares GM C/K pickup
post collision fire rate "pdomme to the performance of all [emphis added] other
light-duty vehicles on-rhe-road d subject IO the same colIicion Cmrironment as are the
GM C/K pickup trucks." Ip&201 Further, on the same page, we cxpliatty de& the
comparison sets to accomplish thisgod by stating:
"In Surninary, post collision&e rates of GM C/K pickups were compared to
the followinguehide srtc

o CllryslerPiChrps;
o FordPickups;
0

NsraaPickupq

o ToyofaE&pq

o Average kisenga &,

o 95 percentile Passenger Car.' (p& 201
I am infomed by Mr. bilge that you inquired in the recent meeting if we had rehacd the
analysis done in the report down to a comp&
of xJ1sjzc' GM piJEups to 'H4 Site'
Ford Pickups. We have developed data on selected 'fun sire'pickup models subseqoent
to ourinitialmr~and all this informationwillbe~rovidedthis week. This anabiswas
not performed for tbe originalreport for reasons sta;ed in scetion 33 of our r e p %
TundaincntaUy, occupamr ofpickup truciu arc. cntitlcd to the same lwel of
overall safety (that is, the same level of relative nrity of coIlision-fire

events) as are occupants of other light-duty motor vehides passenger gn.
vans, utility vehicles, and special purpose vehicles. That is,a determination
of an acceptable collision-fit rate must apply uniformly across all dasses of
vehicles likely to be used as passenger conveyances. PElTSA implidtiy
adopted rbis pbilusophy in deiiningthe appropriate motor vehicle fuel
system integrity rsquirrment for d o u s dvses of vehicles when it
promdgated FMVSS 501 to apply equally to passengs cars, light ttucks,
and utiiity vehides."[pg. 191
Apart &om the fundamental comiderations set forth above, a s p are aware, there
simply is not B uniformly egreed upon definition of a "full size"pi&~p,jaStas there is no
uniform dekirion o€a "full ste" car. The National Highwag Traf€ic Safety
Adminimation has obtained dkcdy from Ford and Chrysler defiaiitions and/or a list of
'W size" models. F a does not have this intbtmation. Tberefore, any set of "frill Size*
vehides F U selecs NDS tbe risk or'being inconsistent with ;he marmfactureis
demdons, and potentiany opens FaAA to crfddsm if we were to inadvcrtcntly umit a
group of "full size"trucksfrom anatysis of another manufkmer's production that
signifkantly &ected the nsults one way or the other. Subsequent to OUT reportwe have
performed the previously mentioned analysis of selected "fullsize' competitor mode4
wbich we hope will be helpful.

while a comparisonof fire rates amonga "full size m&' of v d o u manufacturers might
be an intuesthg academic exercise ir is not clear how &at would relate to the question of
whether the subjen GM vehicles presented an "unrasonablt' &e risk to their occupants,
and thus contained a defeu whatever the relarive zankiog of fire risk amongsi the
~ariousfull size trucks is, their rates all fall within the range of those for othe.rvcbides. If
we chose another accident mode, such as rollooer, the mkings wodd ccrtajnly change.
The FMVSS quire correctly do not set oue standard Tor Ydl si&
different vchide &sei.

pickups. and anotherfor

Chief ExccuhGf6cer

ec: Rabat C Laage,Regional Vice President
Edward Cnnner, Manager of Roduct Iuvestigations

.

.. .

.

Failure

VIA

FAX

November 24,1992

Mr. Terry M. Kleln
DOTINHTSA

400 7th St. NW
Washington D.C. 20590

RE: CIK Plckup Analysls - Dlffetences between NHTSA and FaAA Analyses
Dear Mr. Klein:

.

I have revlewed the NHTSA programs whlch were glven to me at the
Nnvnmhnr 711. 1%W rnnetlng Ry cnrnpnrlna fhls f&lft? urlth the nnalysln

periormed by FaAA, I was able to ldentlfy the followlng dKferences between
the NHTSA and FaAA analyses. I have not yet had opportunlty to repllcate the
NHTSA type analysis using FaAA's databases. There may be additional
diff8renCe8 which I wa6 unable to discam from tha program8 which were
provided to me.
1. Resirlctlon to Fatal Vehlcles

FaAA used only fetal vehlcles, that Is vehlcles In whlch an occupant of
the vehicle was killed In the accldent. NHTSA used all vehlcles
Involved In a fatal accident.

Restriction to Collision Vehicles

Only eallisian vshielas war6 ineludad in !he fdAA analysis. NHTGA
apparently made no such restridtion. The definition of a collision
vehicle was included in the October 12, 1992 report. For your
convenience, the ddnlllon of collision vehicle Is as follows:
FARS variable: Manner of Collision 1-6; or
FARS variable: Rollover 1 or 2: or
FARS variable: lnlllal Impact Point 1-15 (197581), 1-16 (1982- 1990):
or

*

FARS varlable: Meln lmpect Polnt 1-15 (197581), 1-16 (1962- 1990).

2, Method of Selection of Vehicles

NHTSA Used the FARS make code and the FARS model year and the
FARS VlNA model to make vehicle selections. FaAA'a aelection Is
based upon the VlNANlNDlCATOR decoded VIN Information.
1

VlNANlNDiCATOR to reled Vehicle Type EL (Light Truck);ond

+ VINANINDICATOR to select Body Style = (CP, CU, PC, PK, PM,
PS, SP, CB, CH, CL, CS ,Fa,IC, ST,W) Plckup Truck:

-

@

VINANlNDICATOR identified Make
VlNANlNDlCATOR identified Model Year
VINANINDICATOR identlfled VSER to Identify GMC and Chevy
CBK. VSER = (C10, C15, C20, CC2, C25, C30. C35, R10, R15, R20,
R25, R30. R35, CR3, K10. K15, K20. K25, K30, K35, GM4, V10. V15,
V20, V25, V30, V35, CV3, SIE);the 1988 and later model year with

. inside the frame rail tanks were eliminated by excluding GMC or
C H E W lruchs wilh fin11 punrriliori of

Itit:

VIN tdtier C or K.

3. Vehicles Used

NHTSA used only the F series Ford Pickups and the D8W series Dodge
Ptckupe. FaAA used all Ford and All Chrysler pickups as identified by
and body type. Note that the VINANINDICATOR program did not
..make
iabhiify %age 4Hmeei arlva'venicies'prior i'o'moaei'y66r isi7. Tine
corresponding POLK registration was ellminated from the analysis.

.........

4. Model Year

renrlcted analysls to model years 1973-1987. FaAA Included
model years 1913-1989 In the FARS analyses. Model years 1973-1991
were used in the state analysis. The C&K pickups with inside the frame
rail gas tanks in model yearn 1988 and later were excluded. The GM
R/V series which were produced 1988 and later were included.
NHTSA

5. Dlrectlon of Impact
NHTSA Rpparsntly I L S ~nnly
~ Iht! FARS IMPACT1 tn define Impact.
FaAA Included lnformatlon on rollover as well as dlredlon of Impact,

and supplemented the Prlndpal Impact code wlth the lnltlal Impact
code when the Prlnclpal Impact code was mlsslng. The Impact
categories used by FaAA are:
Colllslon Subcategories:
'Principal Impad precedes Initial Impact

1): Rollover: Slngle Veh Acc and First Harmful EventtOl;
or

Rollover = 1, 2 (78f); or Most Harmful Event -01.
2). Left

:0510 clock points

3). Rlght : 02-04clock polnts
4).

Rear

: 05-07 clock polnts

6. beflnltlon of post colllslon fln.

-

NHTSA apparently used all fire explosions. FaAA cllrninated First
Harmful Event fires.

Please feel free to t e l l me to dlscuss. I wlll be out of the office on Wednesday,
November 25,1992. You may reach me at (510) 524-1820.

Sincerely,

Rase M. Ray, P k D .
Managlng Sclentlst
CC:
CC:

Edward Conner, OM Manager of Produd Investigation
Robert Lange, FaAA Regional Vice President

.

.
.

teneral Motors Corporation

November 25, 1992

GM-425A

Mr. Charles L. Gauthier, Director
Office of Defects Investigation Enforcement
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
400 Seventh Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590
NEF-12ljry
DP92-016

Dear Mr. Gauthier:

a i s completes our response to your letters of November 10, 1992 and
November 23, 1992 requesting clarification of our October 9, 1992 response
concerning the fuel storage system of certain General Motors C/K pickup
trucks. General Motors requested Failure Analysis Associates to assist in
responding to Questions 1 through 4 of your November 23, 1992 request.
The responses to your numbered requests are detailed below.

1. The following relate to the trucks used as "comparison" vehicles b y
FaAA for establishing the relative "crashworthiness" of the subject C/K
pickups:
a. Was the Ford Ranger (a mid-size pickup) included in "Ford pickup"?
If so, please fully explain why.
Fesuonse:

Ford Ranger pickup trucks were included in the
designation "Ford pickup" as indicated in the FaAA
report.

Non-GM, small and medium-duty pickup trucks were included in
FaAA's analysis along with all other light-duty vehicles.
Such vehicles were included in FaAA's study based upon the
rationale in Section 3.3 "Comparison Vehicle Selection" of
F a ' s report (p. 19). FaAA stated:
"Fundamentally, occupants of pickup trucks are entitled to the
same level of overall safety (that is, the same level of
relative rarity of collision-fire events) as are occupants of
other
light-duty motor vehicles:
passenger cars, vans,
utility vehicles, and special purpose vehicles. That is, a
determination of an acceptable collision-fire rate must apply
uniformly across all classes of vehicles likely to be used as
NHTSA implicitly adopted this
passenger conveyances.
philosophy in defining the appropriate motor vehicle fuel
system integrity requirement for various classes of vehicles
when it promulgated FMVSS 301 to apply equally to Passenger
cars, light t q c k s , and utility vehicles.
30200 Hound Road/=-EA

Uarren. M I 48090-9010

Letter to Mr. C. L. Gauthier
November 25, 1992
Page 2

In this study, the postcollision fire rates of the GM C/K type
pickup trucks were compared to the postcollision fire rates of
comparison vehicles. The comparison included pickup trucks
produced by all major manufacturers (Chrysler, Ford, Nissan,
and Toyota) and passenger cars..."
b. Was the Chevy S10 and/or GMC S15 pickup l a mid-sizepickup) included
fn " C and K pickup"? If not, please fully explain why not.
Resoonse;

No.

Chevrolet S10 and GMC 515 pickup trucks were not
included in the accident data tabulated for GM C and K
pickup trucks, or calculations relating to GM C and K
pickup trucks because the Center for Auto Safety's
Petition and the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration's (NHTSA) investigation relate solely to
the C/K pickup trucks with outside the frame rail fuel
&j&.
This tank location was not used on the Chevrolet
S10 or GHC S15.

the Dodge 050 (a mini-pickupproduced by Mitsubishi) included in
"Chrysler pickup?" If so, please fully explain why.

C. Was

Fesoonse;

Yes. Dodge 050 pickup trucks were included in the
designation "Chrysler pickup" as reported in FaAA's
report.

Non-GM, small and medium-duty pickup trucks were included i n
FaAA's analysis along with all other light-duty vehicles.
Such vehicles were included in FaAA's study based upon the
rationale in Section 3 . 3 "Comparison Vehicle Selection" of
FaAA's report (p. 19); the relevant portion of which is quoted
in the response to question 1.a above and is incorporated by
reference herein.
d. Was the Chevy Lw pickup (a mini-pickup produced by Isuzu) included
in "C/K pickup?" If not, please fully explain why not.

ResDonseL

No. Chevrolet LW pickup trucks were not included in
the accident data tabulated for GM C and K pickup trucks
since the LUV truck never utilized outside the frame
rail fuel tanks.

2. W a s an analysis of the relative crashvorthiness of the GM C / K series
versus Ford F-100, F-150, F-250 and F-350 series conducted while
preparing the FaAA report, "Analysis of Light-Duty Motor Vehicle
Collision Fire Rates?" If not, why not and if so, please provide a
copy as we discussed.

Letter to Mr. C. L. Gauthier
November 25, 1992
Page 3

Resoonse ;

A complete set of corresponding data on Ford F-series
pickup trucks was not developed while preparing the FaAA
report for the reasons set forth in Section 3.3
"Comparison Vehicle Selection".
However, after the
report was filed, selected data from FARS has been
separately broken out for Ford F-series pickup trucks.
That data is tabulated in Table 1 attached hereto.

Subsequent to our meeting on Friday, November 20, 1992, GM has
asked FaAA to complete a comparison of GH C and K series trucks,
Ford F-series trucks, and Dodge D and W series trucks. This
analysis was completed and the results of FaAA's analysis are
attached in tabular form hereto as Table 2 FARS All Collisions,
FARS Side Collisions, Table 4
All Collisions Six
Table 3
States Combined, and Side Collisions Only Six States Combined.

-

-

Small numerical differences might occur between rate data
reported for C/K pickup trucks in Tables 2 through 4 attached
hereto and the corresponding data included in Tables 4.2.1
through 4.4.2 from FaAA's report, because the model year
restriction varies somewhat among the tables.

3. State, by model and model year, those Nissan and Toyota trucks not used
as "comparison vehicles" in the FaAA analysis provided with your
response. For each vehicle identified, please fully explain why it was
not included.
Resoonse :

A l l Toyota and Nissan pickup trucks were included in the
grouping of comparisons vehicles in FaAIL's report.
Table 5 attached hereto lists all of the Nissan trucks
utilized in FaAA's comparison, and Table 6 attached
hereto is a listing of all of the Toyota trucks utilized
in F a ' s comparison.

4. Provide a listing (similar to the one enclosed with this letter), by
make, model, and model year, of
trucks included in FaAA's analysis.
Pesoonse :

Tables 5 and 6 list the Nissan and Toyota trucks used in
FaAA's report. Tables ofthe other manufacturer's make,
model and model year trucks used in F a ' s report were
to have been FAXed to the NHTSA from GM's Washington,
D.C. office on Friday, November 20, 1992; a duplicate of
this communication will be forwarded to Mr. Terry Kline
by the end of the day Wednesday, November 25, 1992.
Table 7 lists the requested information for Dodge pickup
trucks used in F a ' s just completed restricted analysis
(ref. Tables 2 through 4 attached hereto), and Table 8
lists corresponding information for the Ford trucks used
in FaAA's restricted analysis.

Letter to Mr. C. L. Gauthier
November 25, 1992
Page 4

Please contact me if you require further information about this response
or any of the attached material.
Very truly yours,

E. E. C o m e r
Manager
Product Investigations
Attach.

6H-425A

Hr. Charles Gauthier, Director
.

444357

Office of Defects Investigations
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
400 Seventh Street, S.W.
Washington. D.C.
20590
Dear Mr. Gauthier:

NEF-121jry
DP92-016

This is tn reference to our telephone conversation on November 30.
1992, regarding the letter to Administrator Blakey from Harry
Pearce dated November 24, 1992.
This will verify that the "additional information" referred to in
Mr. Pearce's letter consists of the material provided with my
letters o f November 24 and November 25, 1992, together with the
material provided directly to the agency from Failure Analysis
Associates, Inc., during the week of November 23, 1992.
If there are additional questions regarding the material provided,
please contact me.
Very truly yours,

E. E. Conner
Manager
Product Investigations

END OF DOCUMENT

9 July 2012
Ms. Angel M. DeFilippo, Esq.
Grieco Oates & DeFilippo, LLC
414 Eagle Rock Avenue
West Orange, NJ 07052
973-243-2099
Subject:

Matthew D. Stockwell Letter/Attachment of 18 June 2012 (Attachment 1)
Reference: Estate of Susan Morris Kline

